
20th Century Britain

•Historical Contexts

•War, Gender & Power

•Postwar/Contemporary Politics



Major Eras within 20th C. Britain

Postwar & Contemporary
• The Welfare State (1945-70s)

• Thatcherism (1979-1990)
• New Labour (1990-2007)
• Coalition (2010-Present)

Modernist Period
• WWI (1914-18)  

• Interwar (1919-39)
• WWII (1939-45)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sir_Winston_S_Churchill.jpg


Victorian Legacy

• During Modernist period 
(1900-1945) “Victorian” 
became synonymous with 
“stuffy & old fashioned.”

• In latter half of century, 
Margaret Thatcher called for a 
return to Victorian “values” to 
recover Britain’s former glory 
and stability (of Empire).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Queen_Victoria_by_Bassano.jpg


1901-1910: Edwardian period

• Not an end to Victorian era 
but a continuation

• Britain is the world’s 
economic and political 
superpower

• Established Church, class 
hierarchies, gender roles, 
Empire still firmly in place

Edward VII

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Eduard_VII.jpg


Modernism: Major Influences

Marx: emphasis on class struggle; 
carried over to analysis of Empire

Freud: importance of sexuality and the 
unconscious on the human psyche

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Karl_Marx_001.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sigmund_Freud_LIFE.jpg


Einstein: time & motion are not 
absolutes but relative to the 
observer, indicating the world is 
far less stable than perceived

Wittgenstein: instability of meaning and 
language: limits of language are the limits 
of thought, thus we cannot speak the 
unthinkable: “What we cannot speak 

about we must pass over in silence.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Einstein_1921_portrait2.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ludwig_Wittgenstein_by_Ben_Richards.jpg


William James: 
“The Stream of Consciousness” (1892)

– Emphasis on the mind’s free association

– Shift from social to psychological realism

– Virginia Woolf: “human character changed”

“within each personal 
consciousness states are 
always changing” and “each 
personal consciousness is 
sensibly continuous”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Wm_james.jpg


The Place of Women 
“The Woman Question”

Suffrage/Feminism

• Ongoing rights-based 
political movement to 
free women from the 
dense network of social, 
economic and legal 
restrictions that have 
historically ensured male 
domination & control

Virginia Woolf, 1882-1941

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Virginia_Woolf_by_George_Charles_Beresford_(1902).jpg


Gender & Power During and Between the Wars

• Prevalent ideology of separate spheres

• Women = private/domestic/child bearers

• Men = public/work/breadwinners

Women were 2nd class citizens: 
unable to vote 

restrictions on employment, 
education and sexuality

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Suffragette_Banner_-_Musuem_of_London.jpg


Women’s Suffrage Movement

• 1918: women over 30 (married 
with property) allowed vote

• 1928: full enfranchisement for 
all women over 21

Emmeline Pankhurst, leader of 
British suffrage movement

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Votes_For_Women.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Emmeline_Pankhurst_adresses_crowd.jpg


Acts of Protest

“I have tried to destroy the 
picture of the most beautiful 
woman in mythological 
history as a protest against 
the Government for 
destroying Mrs. Pankhurst, 
who is the most beautiful 
character in modern history.”

Called attention to women’s subordination as deeply ingrained in society and 
culture prescribing female behavior and women’s “proper” place: only as 

mothers, as biologically secondary, as sub-human in service to men.

Mary Richardson, March 10, 1914 
Slashing of the Rokeby Venus in protest 

of imprisonment and forced feeding of suffrage leaders

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:RokebyVenus.jpg


Violent Reaction to Suffrage Movement

• Brutal, physical suppression 
of protest marches 

• Men and women viewed as 
hostile combatants

• Polarization between sexes 
based on gender binaries

Imprisonment and forced feedings

When real war arrived, 
viewed as welcome relief 
in desire to return to 
gender norms but war was 
only a further disruption

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Forcefeeding.jpg


Crisis of Masculinity: Sex & War (1914-18)

Dominant rhetoric at start of war

• War would provide men with freedom from 
domesticity and class conflicts/oppression

• War would allow escape to world of masculinity based 
on discipline, order, obedience and action

• War would make Britain’s men more manly – in 
reaction to Edwardian decadence and Oscar Wilde Trial

• A newly masculine/militant England would reassert 
traditional gender roles

Men = active/battlefront 

Women = passive/home front



War Propaganda

The Belgian “atrocities”

• Images of sexual 
violence against women 

• Need to defend women 
(as sexual property of 
men) against threat of 
German invasion

• Protecting the home 
front meant protecting 
Britain’s women

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Scarborough,_North_Yorkshire_-_WWI_poster.jpg


Jingoistic pressure for men to enlist based on gendered rhetoric

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Rememberscarborough.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:The_Empire_Needs_Men_WWI.jpg


Mothers & girlfriends encouraged to pressure their men 
to enlist unless they might be viewed as cowards

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:1915_Women_of_Britain,_say_Go!.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Daddy_in_the_great_war.jpg


Message: 
“Pacifism is 

womanly and 
weak.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:It_is_far_better_to_face_the_bullets.jpg


Reversal of Gender Roles

Royal Irish Infantry in the trenches 
Battle of the Somme

Women = active and in public 
sphere, joining the workforce

Men = passive, immobilized and 
helpless due to trench warfare

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Royal_Irish_Rifles_ration_party_Somme_July_1916.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:WWILandArmyPoster.jpg


War unleashes sexual desire/disorder 
From mid-1915 onward the representation of war became 

rooted in dominant metaphor of the “Sex War”

Men are killing machines
Women have usurped men’s places

Reestablish order = Reestablish sexual difference 
(according to “natural” biological categories)

According to Mina Loy, men and women were 
“intimate irritants,” whose attraction was based 
on hostility; they were “enemies whose dearest 
desire is to be rid of each other”; if Loy could not 
get close to the machine war, then her poetry 
would ”ferret out the innards of the ‘Sex War.’”

Voices break on the confines of passion
Desire   Suspicion   Man   Woman
Solve in the humid carnage

-- Songs to Joannes



Prevailing double standard in 
anxiety/crisis of masculinity

The vast toll of death 
and dismemberment 
created a need for 
women in the workforce 
and public sphere, yet 
women were resented 
for this as if they had 
gained greater freedom 
at expense of men’s lives 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/12/We_Can_Do_It!.jpg


Siegfried Sassoon, 
“The Glory of Women”

You love us when we’re heroes, home on leave,
Or wounded in a mentionable place…

You make us shells. You listen with delight, 
By tales of dirt and danger fondly thrilled.

• Men returning with trauma (shell-shock)

• Perception that the horrors of war were 
somehow women’s fault

• Women responsible for emasculating men

Gender 
Hostilities

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Siegfried_Sassoon_by_George_Charles_Beresford_(1915).jpg


Postwar reality of “lack”

• Disproportionate female population

• Single women visible reminders of the wide-
scale devastations of the war

• Increasing domestication of middle-class life 
allowed recovery of masculine identity

• Women safely returned to their proper place 
(out of the factories and back at home)

More than 885,000 British soldiers lost 
their lives on the battlefields of WWI



Interwar Period: 1920s-30s

• Lost Generation: too young to 
have fought in the war 

“Modern girls” or “boyettes” 

“Bright young things” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Viles_Bodies.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Stephen_Tennant.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:FlapperOnShip1929_crop.jpg


Prevailing Ideologies of 1930s–40s

Fascism 
• Nationalist dictatorship

• Totalitarian single-party state

• Exalts violence, war, militarism

• Demonizes others within and 
outside national borders

Sir Oswald Mosley, 
founder of British 
Union of Fascists, 
1932-1940

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-2007-1022-506,_Italien,_deutsche_Frontk%C3%A4mpfer_in_Rom_crop.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-S33882,_Adolf_Hitler_retouched.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:OMosley.jpg


• Socialism: fairness, 
equality, dependent on 
government intervention 
– pejoratively referred to 
as a “nanny state” 

• Communism: generally 
same principle but 
paradoxically depends on 
an elite that acts as voice 
or protectors of masses

Clement Attlee, UK Prime Minister, 
Labour Government (1945-51)

Dominant British 
Ideology

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Attlee_BW_cropped.jpg


Spanish Civil War (1936-39)
All of these various ideologies playing out on 
battlefield; a mass movement of intellectuals 

intermingling with the masses

Guernica, Pablo Picasso, 1937

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:PicassoGuernica.jpg


Return of War

• WWII begins September 1939 

• Greater awareness or 
preparation with regards to its 
realities and brutalities 

• Not prepared for high toll of 
civilian deaths due to the Blitz. 

• Ultimately, the Second World 
War blurred lines between 
civilians and combatants

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Blitz_West_End_Air_Shelter.jpg


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Blitzaftermath.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Stpaulsblitz.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bombing_of_London.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Battle_of_britain_air_observer.jpg


Postwar Britain

• Urban devastation 
across the country

• Extremely slow 
economic recovery

• Still subsisting on rations 
until the early 1950s

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Coventry_bomb_damage_H5600.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:WWII_Food_Rationing.jpg


The Welfare State, 1945-70s

• To justify sacrifices of the British people during 
and after the war, and avoid social unrest, the 
Labour government promised a series of social 
reforms to build a more egalitarian society 

Social Safety Net
Public Housing
University Tuition Caps
National Insurance Act
National Health Service

Ideology of “affluence”: 
regardless of origins or 
birth one could aspire to 
and attain economic, 
educational and cultural 
attributes of success

“Giant Evils”
• Squalor
• Ignorance
• Want
• Idleness
• Disease



Postwar Reality

• Classless society remained a myth

• Lack of employment opportunities

• Inequalities in income and substandard housing

• Another “Lost Generation” reaching adulthood in 
a bleak social, economic environment

• Reality of widespread poverty and dead-end jobs 
offered little to no means of career advancement 
or escape from lifelong drudgery



Youth Culture of 1950s/60s
• Mass movement of 

working and middle-
class youth

• Vented frustrations 
against conformist 
parents

• Rebellion through 
mod fashions, rock 
music, drugs, sexual 
permissiveness, and 
scooters…. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Old_Mods_photo.jpg


“Angry Young Men”

• Class antagonisms 
voiced by working 
class men through 
misogynist diatribes 
against wealthy, 
upper-class women 
scorned for their 
materialism and 
superficial lives 

Look Back in Anger, John Osborne (1956) –
play about the struggles of a rebellious 

working class man set against his 
relationship with upper-class girlfriend

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Looking_back_moviep.jpg


Immigration & End of Empire

• Between 1948-58, 
former Colonial and 
Commonwealth 
subjects invited to 
help rebuild the 
“mother country “

• Large influx of people 
of color viewed as 
direct threat to 
identity and social 
stability of Britain

Stereotypes of British identity and integration 
continue to be based on racial and class tensions

http://www.britishempire.co.uk/intro/search.htm


Census data of the number of UK residents who 
were born abroad (1951-2001)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Foreignborn.jpg


Thatcherism (1979-1990)

• Dismantling of welfare state and socialist 
principles in favor of capitalist and 
laissez-faire economics

• Returning to Victorian “values” and 
Imperial Glory of Britain’s past

• Increased isolationist policies and racial 
tensions

• Cutbacks on government support and 
spending in the arts and culture

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Margaret_Thatcher.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Reagan_et_Thatcher.jpg


New Millennium and Tony 
Blair’s “New Labour”

(1994-2007)

• Aimed at reaching a middle or centre
ground between Thatcherism and 
Welfare State

• Capitalist economic policies balanced 
with promoting social reforms and 
cultural growth

• Devolution of power to Scotland and 
Northern Ireland

• Strengthening international relations 
with the US and EU in order to 
enhance Britain’s own standing as 
world power 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Blair_Bush_Whitehouse_(2004-11-12).jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:WORLD_ECONOMIC_FORUM_ANNUAL_MEETING_2009_-_Tony_Blair.jpg


Contemporary Multicultural Britain
“Whiteness” of British nation and identity can no 

longer be taken for granted.

"For millions of people all over 
the world, Britain is the land of 

tradition, the Royal Family, 
Beefeaters, Bobbies on the beat 
and, above all, white people. In 

much of middle America, it 
comes as a shock for them to 
hear that there are any black 

people in Britain at all.”
British MP Diane Abbot

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Diane_Abbott,_New_Statesman_hustings,_trimmed.jpg


Increasing radicalization of Islamic youth

Videotaped statement of Shehzad Tanweer
(aged 22, from Leeds), one of the suicide 
bombers in the 7 July 2005 London bombings

“What you have witnessed now 

is only the beginning of a string 

of attacks that will continue and 

become stronger until you pull 

your forces out of Afghanistan 

and Iraq. And until you stop your 

financial and military support to 

America and Israel.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Headlines_london_bombing_7_july_2005_Waterloo_station.JPG


Coalition & Cameron’s Age of Austerity

2010 Student Protests

Against planned spending cuts in higher 
education & increase of cap on tuition 

fees from £3,290  to £9,000

• Aimed at widespread reforms
• Major budgetary cuts in public spending
• Restriction of Immigration Laws



• A portmanteau of "British exit from 
the European Union,” refers to the 
withdrawal of the UK from the 
European Union (EU)

• A highly contested/split decision 
following a national referendum vote 
on 23 June 2016 when only 52% of 
those who voted supported 
withdrawal.

• Although Britain has debated the 
country’s membership with the EU 
since the 1970s, the recent 
referendum was driven by right-wing 
populist politicians over economic and 
immigration concerns and has resulted 
in heatedly debated negotiations over 
the terms of Britain’s withdrawal on 29 
March 2019.  

• The, long- and short-term effects are 
predicted (and have already been 
shown) to have adverse consequences 
for higher education, academic 
research, trade, transportation, and 
per capita income; it also directly 
impacts border relations with 
Ireland/No. Ireland, France, and Spain, 
and has prompted further 
referendums on Scottish 
independence.

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.unionsyndicale.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/brexit.png&imgrefurl=http://www.unionsyndicale.eu/en/brexit-and-the-legal-status-of-officials-and-other-servants-of-british-nationality/&docid=24OpHYrjtg5PcM&tbnid=b8RVqzBG65LguM:&vet=10ahUKEwjWwYuMnNneAhUr0oMKHW5sDB0QMwhfKBIwEg..i&w=1550&h=905&bih=931&biw=1920&q=bREXIT&ved=0ahUKEwjWwYuMnNneAhUr0oMKHW5sDB0QMwhfKBIwEg&iact=mrc&uact=8


Literary Responses* 

Several recent novels responding to Brexit have been:
• Rabbitman by Michael Paraskos (March 2017), a 

dark comic fantasy set partly in a post-Brexit 
Britain in which society has collapsed and people 
are dependent on European Union food aid.

• Love Like Blood by Mark Billingham (June 2017) 
is a crime thriller in which Brexit sees a rise in 
xenophobic hate crime.

• The Remains of the Way by David Boyle (June 
2017), imagines Brexit was a conspiracy led by a 
forgotten government, originally set up by 
Thomas Cromwell in the sixteenth century.

• The Lie of the Land by Amanda Craig (published 
13 June 2017), a satirical novel set ten years after 
the vote to leave the European Union, in which 
an impoverished middle-class couple from north 
London are forced to move from the heart of the 
pro-European Union capital, to the heart of the 
pro-Brexit countryside in Devon.

• Time of Lies by Douglas Board is a comic political 
thriller (June 2017), in which the first post-Brexit 
general election in 2020 is won by a violent right-
wing former football hooligan called Bob Grant. 

• Kompromat by Stanley Johnson (July 2017) is a 
political thriller that suggests the vote to leave 
the European Union was a result of Russian 
influence on the referendum.

* Source: Wikepedia


